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Abstract 
This article analyzes the self-reflexive devices in a new Taiwanese film entitled 

The Great Buddha+ (大佛普拉斯 Dafo pulasi, dir. Huang Hsin-yao, 2017) and 

elaborates on the ethical implications of them through the lens of Emmanuel 

Levinas’s ethical philosophy of infinite otherness and Adam Zachary Newton’s 

theory about narrative ethics. Starting with a comparison to Alfred Hitchcock’s 

classical thriller, Rear Window, it examines the three levels of subversion in 

The Great Buddha+, including a return of scopophilic gaze, a sensibility of 

documentation and an non-subjugating relations with others, and locates in 

these subversions a space for self-reflexivity and ethical encounter in a 

Levinasian sense. Noticing the small but momentous distance between 

historical persons and fictionalized characters and the difference between lived 

lives and stories or discourses, The Great Buddha+, this article argues, opens 

an integrated thriller narrative to encompass a more profound thinking on the 

ethics of self-other relation. As an attempt to apply ethical criticism to The 

Great Buddha+, this article explores the ethical experience in films and draws a 

connection between ethical philosophy and film studies in an East Asian 

context. 
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In 2017, The Great Buddha+ (大佛普拉斯 Dafo pulasi), a low-budget black-

and-white film without any star cast members directed by Huang Hsin-yao (黃信
堯), a new director, made an impression in various film festivals in Taiwan. It 

received 10 nominations at the Golden Horse Awards, winning Best New Director 

for Huang Hsin-yao and another four prizes for the team. The film was then invited 

to various exhibition networks at home and aboard, and was eventually entered in 

the Best Foreign Film category at the 2019 Academy Awards. Before it was 

nominated for these film awards, it also earned great popularity in the domestic film 

market and received critical attention from local audiences and critics, making the 

film both an artistic and a commercial success. Take FUNSCREEN, an online 

newsletter platform run by the Taiwan Film Institute to promote independent and 

art-house films in Taiwan, for example: four in-depth articles were devoted to this 

film in the last quarter of 2017, soon after its release. A large number of cinephile 

commentaries and viewing notes flooded online in various Chinese-language 

communities, including Hong Kong and the mainland across the Taiwan Strait. 

The film is framed as a Hitchcockian thriller with a twisted-and-turned crime 

story with two underclass bachelors as its protagonists and their daily life its focus. 

Reception of this film has been mixed. On the one hand, domestic news media 

enthusiastically praised the film for its outstanding story-telling and its maturity in 

cinematic language like cinematography and mise-en-scène, promoting it as a 

Taiwanese counterpart of Hollywood blockbusters. On the other hand, local film 

critics also speak highly of the film’s solicitude toward lower-class life experience, 

its acute criticism of economic inequality in contemporary Taiwan, its semi-

religious thinking of the absurdity of life, as well as its stylish black humor with 

local flavor. More online comments appreciate the film for being “truthful” and 

respectful to a lower-class perspective. But how can a film be both dramatic and 

respectful? How does this “Taiwanese Hitchcockian thriller” stand as ethical when 

Hitchcock himself was criticized for a problematic patriarchal gaze by feminist film 

critics like Laura Mulvey? The complicated relation among cinematic images, film 

narrative and ethics and the way in which The Great Buddha+ negotiates among 

them are the focal points of this article, which is devoted to an ethical criticism of 

this Taiwanese film. Starting with a comparison to a Hitchcock classic, I argue that 

The Great Buddha+ is a postmodern subversion of the classic rather than an 

imitation of or an homage to it. Moreover, I locate in the three levels of subversion 

in this postmodern film a profound ethical implication that echoes Emmanuel 

Levinas’ philosophy of relational ethics. By doing so, I have two goals in mind: 

firstly, I hope to draw a connection between ethical philosophy and film studies by 
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exploring the ethical experience in films; secondly, through a discussion of the 

ethical inquiry in The Great Buddha+ and its reception in local Taiwanese 

communities, I wish to delineate a possible turn to a “non-activist” ethics in 

contemporary Taiwanese society. 

 

Ethical Criticism: Toward an Ethics of Narrative 
 

By evoking ethical criticism, one might immediately turn to ethical criticism 

in literary studies since the 1990s for methodological resources. However, it is not 

my intention here to simply apply literary ethical criticism to film studies. Instead, 

while using ethical criticism as a method, I seek a more dynamic understanding of 

ethics in the light of postmodern philosophy, especially that of Emmanuel Levinas. 

On the subject of what is “ethical,” there is usually as much confusion as 

clarification since the connotation of ethics have been enriched to an extent that it 

can encompass different or even contradictory meanings nowadays. On the surface, 

the idea of ethics gains its weight from classical moral philosophy which attempts 

to justify moral righteousness and to distinguish right from wrong in human 

conduct through systematizing, universalizing and totalizing concepts. This branch 

of philosophy has been central in western philosophy since Plato. In the 1990s, after 

the theoretical outpouring in the 1970s and 1980s, there was also a turn to ethics in 

literary studies, as promoted by Wayne Booth, Martha Nussbaum, Richard Rorty, 

and others. They held on to moral philosophy by making literature an important 

resource for consultation about moral guidance and ethical improvement. For them, 

literature is an ideal site for discussions of ethics because it provides significant 

particularity and contextuality for our moral life. However, while urging a more 

nuanced and detailed context for morality, they never challenged the definition of 

ethics as moral acts, which makes this type of ethical criticism less vigorous when 

dealing with most postmodern texts and their new ethics. Concurrent with the turn 

to ethical criticism in literature is the poststructuralist theorists’ defense of leftist 

criticism. Theorists including Judith Butler, Homi Bhabha, Nancy Fraser, and Doris 

Sommer have argued about the inherent ethical agenda in their politically motivated 

criticism, which gives recognition and voice to repressed and underrepresented 

groups. However, conflation of politics and ethics is similarly at risk of setting forth 

a proposition as theoretical truth, raising much criticism from the field. 

The third consequence brought by the “ethical turn” in the 1990s is indeed the 

rediscovery of Emmanuel Levinas’s ethical philosophy in the English academia. 

Different from the classical understanding of ethics as morality and the 
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poststructuralist argument of ethics as political, Levinas considered ethics—the 

respect for “the alterity of the other”—as the core of subjective formation and thus 

as the first philosophy. Related to the idea of transcendence, ethics for Levinas is 

not so much about behavioral virtue, teleological goodness and historical truth as it 

is about the experience of encountering others, which constantly calls the self into 

question. To an extent, the philosophy of Levinas provides a mediation for the two 

trends at the ethical turn and offers a more dynamic space for literary studies and 

studies of other cultural forms. On the one hand, it bypasses the rigidness of moral 

judgement and education. On the other hand, it sidesteps the potential risk of 

subjugating ethics to politics while recognizing the subjective experience of the 

others.  

The significance of Levinas’s ethics lies in the relationality of human 

encounter and the infinite meaning of it. In literary and artistic studies, his 

philosophy of relational ethics calls the relationship between reality and art into 

questions. In light of Levinas, Adam Zachary Newton has articulated his theory of 

“Narrative Ethics” in literary studies, which inquires into the process of 

fictionalizing a person and turning another’s life into stories, as well as the ethical 

consequences of this process in both writing and reading. As Newton states 

eloquently, “narrative exacts a ‘price’” (Newton 4). The costs are incurred in the act 

of narrating, the act of representing and the act of reading, during which both the 

authors and the readers are held accountable for ethical responsibility regarding the 

potential risk of reducing the alterity and infinity of other. This is what he calls “the 

triadic structure of narrative ethics” in the “life-turned-to-stories”—a narrational 

ethics, a representational ethics and a hermeneutic ethics (17-18). His theory, 

especially the discussion of representational ethics, denotes “the small but still 

momentous distance that lies between person and character, or character and 

caricature, the gains, losses, and risks taken up when selves represent or are 

represented by others” (18). Therefore, any narrative or representation bears an 

ethical consequence that should be the subject of ethical criticism. This tension 

between narrative/representation and the person being represented is the same in 

films. After all, in his most controversial essay “Reality and Its Shadow,” Levinas 

used the trope of “image” when questioning the distance between reality and art. 

However, as Newton reminded us, it is not necessary to condemn all 

narrative/representation unduly. Instead, the gain here is a new entry point of ethical 

criticism that put the authorial power and its self-reflexivity at the core of scrutiny. 

My analysis of the narrative, the representation and the ethics in The Great 

Buddha+, is an attempt to apply this method to film criticism. 
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To do this, I will first compare the film to a Hitchcock classic, and then 

examine its subversive use of viewing gaze, documentary realism and experimental 

elements that disturb any viewing pleasure of a conventional thriller film. Finally, I 

will discuss the ethical implications of these self-reflexive devices in a dialogue 

with Levinas’s philosophy of relational ethics. 

 

Gaze Frustrated: From Looking to Being-Looked-At 
 

The story of The Great Buddha+ is about a night-shift gatekeeper (Pickle) in 

a Buddha statue factory and his recycles-collector friend (Belly Button). The two 

underclass bachelors accidentally stumble across a series of dark secrets of 

corruption and a murder involving the wealthy factory’s owner (Kelvin), who has 

an illicit patronage relationship with various local officers. While watching the 

boss’s dash-cam recordings to pass the time at night, the two protagonists witness 

the boss’s mistress being murdered by the outraged boss after revealing his secrets. 

The dead body of the mistress was then hidden inside a Buddha statue under 

construction in the factory. This troubling revelation of a violent crime is a 

significant turning point in the two men’s life, putting them in a dangerous situation.  

The key plot of the two snooping men looking at another space, a virtual 

space kept in the dash-cam recordings in this case, strikingly resembles the story in 

Rear Window (1954), one of Alfred Hitchcock’s classic thriller films. In Rear 

Window, a journalist is on wheelchair rest at home because of an injury to his leg. 

Confined and bored, he looks out to the courtyard and the neighboring apartments 

with a telescope through the rear window to kill time. There, he accidentally detects 

a possible murder, which drags him into a thrilling investigative adventure with his 

girlfriend and the nurse at his house. The film is tense and exciting as the three 

amateur detectives investigate the supposed crime. This film received praise from 

contemporary critics, especially for the technical skills that exploit the full potential 

of suspense. In this respect, The Great Buddha+ is undoubtedly indebted to 

Hitchcock’s classic and its story-telling techniques. Its skillful fabrication and 

dramatization with conventional narrative devices, including narrative holds, 

suspenseful resolutions and the effect of delay, together with many other typical 

narrative elements found in classical thriller/crime film such as commercialized 

sexual activity, underhanded power-for-money deals, and violent crime, come 

together in a well-designed thriller. 

However, different from Rear Window, which invites viewers, including the 

audience, to be amateur detectives in an intellectually challenging and emotionally 
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engaging journey of crime investigation in a dark room, The Great Buddha+ 

completely changes tone after the two men get entangled in the murder. It tells a 

more tragic story of the two protagonists—Belly Button is killed in a “car accident” 

and Pickle is threatened to keep silent about the secret in the end. Instead of taking 

an active role in a thrilling investigation and discovery, the two underclass men in 

the story seems to be completely powerless and trapped in a victimized position. 

While they have no choice about getting involved in the dark secrets, they do not 

seem to have any chance to seek for legal assistance or social justice before being 

muted, either. Correspondingly, compared to the beautiful lighting and delightful 

music in Rear Window that adds a joyful feeling to the thrill, The Great Buddha+ is 

set in a more depressive atmosphere. Set in black-and-white most of the time, the 

film only has color on screen when it captures the dash-cam recordings on the 

monitor played in the security room. As signaled by one of the two protagonists’ 

own words, monochrome is a trope for the world of poverty and tedium in 

comparison to the colorful life of the rich. In addition, the low-key lighting and 

fatalistic tone of narrative also represents a repressive environment of the local 

society that is saturated by collusions of economic, social and political power. To 

some extent, the unique visual style and aesthetic of lighting in this film resonates 

with American film noir style in “expos(ing) the radical separations among social, 

political, racial, gender and economic spheres in modern life” (Pettey and Palmer 

10). This criticism of socioeconomic inequality between the rich and the poor is an 

undertone of Huang’s film, bringing a significant dimension of realism into the 

thriller framework. 

Before diving into more details of the film’s representation of social content 

and its ethical implication, I feel it necessary to address the possible charge of 

voyeurism in this film, like that in Rear Window. For Hitchcock’s classic, although 

it was well received as an entertaining studio work, it aroused tremendous concerns 

concerning the act of voyeur. As Robin Wood put it when revisiting Hitchcock’s 

works decades later, the whole thriller experience is based on “the indulging of 

morbid curiosity and the consequences of that indulgence” (Wood 107), which is 

ethically suspicious. Although some critics like Jean Douchet appreciated Rear 

Window for its exposure of the materiality of cinema apparatus and spectatorship 

(Douchet 7-8), feminists and deconstructionists like Laura Mulvey found this 

voyeuristic and scopophilic gaze problematic for incorporating a patriarchal order 

and an asymmetric structure between the viewers and the viewed. As Mulvey 

observed, Hitchcock put the spectators into a complicit relationship with the 
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voyeuristic gaze of the middle-class man and delivered it to audience in the disguise 

of viewing pleasure through his skillful filming techniques:  

 

Hitchcock’s skillful use of identification processes and liberal use 

of subjective camera from the point of view of the male protagonist 

draw the spectators deeply into his position, making them share his 

uneasy gaze. The spectator is absorbed into a voyeuristic situation 

within the screen scene and diegesis which parodies his own in the 

cinema. (Mulvey 23) 

 

From a feminist point of view, the consequence of this process of identification is 

the objectification of female bodies on screen and the subjugation of them to an 

omnipresent male gaze. 

The voyeuristic instinct plays an equally important role in The Great 

Buddha+ and its storyline development. Bored and lonely in a claustrophobic booth 

in a Taiwan suburb, the two men have nothing but an old TV in the security room to 

entertain themselves in their isolated life. Unluckily, this television is on fritz one 

night, and the two guys turn to the dash-cam recordings stored there on a whim. 

Used as a substitution for the television, the dash-cam footage becomes a medium 

of viewing pleasure. In their expectation, the dash-cam recordings of the factory 

boss will provide pornographic pleasure that will fulfill their sexual fantasy. True to 

their imagination, the dash-cam footage has many undisguised sound recordings of 

the boss flirting with or sexually engaging with various women. This beginning of 

the film is sexually bold and stimulating, which might raise concerns with 

scopophilia in the film. 

However, different from the Hitchcock classic, voyeurism is used in a self-

reflexive way in The Great Buddha+. It takes voyeurism as a real subject of 

exposure by frustrating the scopophilic gaze instead of embracing it. Rather than 

frequently using point of view shots/subjective camera to sustain the illusion of an 

identifiable perspective with the two men, the film adopts the objective perspective 

of an outsider, in which the views of the two men are always hindered, fragmented, 

delayed, frustrated and thus inaccessible to the viewer. In a scene where the two 

men are glancing over the gossip magazines they pick up from the recyclables, the 

audience is put in a passive observer’s position with the camera and any attempt of 

a lingering gaze of erotic contemplation is denied in the imperfectly lighted space of 

a small security room. Moreover, the audience’s view is occasionally disturbed by 
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the characters’ random behavior, which makes it more difficult to assert power of 

the bodies being looked-at. 

What is of analytic interest is the watching of dash-cam footage. Different 

from the omnipotent filmic camera, a dash-cam is a mini camera that is fixed in 

front of a car which catches sounds from the inside and images from the outside. 

This mismatch of sounds and images implies an unbridgeable gap between what is 

evoked (by auditory messages) and what is seen (in view), between what is desired 

and what is gained. With the trope of a half-knowing dash-cam, the film indeed 

plays a trick on the spectatorial desire, deconstructing the scopophilic camera in a 

playful way. Starting the film with an omnipresent camera, this film also intrudes 

into many private and usually inaccessible spaces to present what might have 

happened—it follows the wealthy owner of the factory to his voluptuary gatherings 

with other local officers and business friends. But these scenes soon evaporate and 

become an object of desire in absence throughout the rest of the film. In the dash-

cam recordings, the images of sex (and violence) are never presented, although the 

flirting conversations are constantly stimulating the viewers’ desire. Most of the 

time, the dash-cam shows quiet images of absolute boredom on a long drive, 

leaving the frustrated desire of the viewer with no outlet. This frustration of desire 

not only blocks any possibility of objectification and fetishism, but also calls the 

viewing pleasure of spectators and the ethics of viewing into question. 

As the sex scenes and other pleasing images are missing, what is left on the 

screen are the determined faces of two onlooking men and their casual conversation. 

The two subjects of desire are consciously placed in a double position of viewing 

and being viewed in front of an objective camera (Fig. 1). In other words, the 

audience looks at the two men who are also looking at something. From time to 

time, this objective camera also uses full shots to present the surroundings. For 

example, the camera captures a note board on the exterior wall of the security room 

that writes: “Camera Monitoring” (Fig. 2) to remind us of a non-scopophilic and 

non-absorbing space of observation. This position that is simultaneously viewing 

and being viewed shifts the camera’s emphasis from the object of looking to the 

subject of looking and draws our attention to the concrete existence of the two 

protagonists. Within this shift is a pivotal change of power relation between the 

audience and the onlookers on screen. That is, the audience does not see through the 

onlookers and substitute them from an “egocentric position,” to use Christian 

Metz’s term (Metz 63). Through the camera’s objective point of view, the film 

redirects our attention to the real life of the two men. From this observational 

position, we see the two men chitchatting while they are watching the dash-cam 
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recordings. Their amusing commentaries are informative about their life experience: 

their superficial knowledge about the foreign world, their realistic understanding of 

the social rule of networking, their desperate longing for love and sex, as well as 

their effort to have fun in a bleak situation. Although their perspective is not 

available to theatrical spectators, the way in which they look and their motivation 

for looking become a meaningful event of the film. Remaining in a world of their 

own “out there,” they are set free from the controlling power of the libidinous 

viewing subject that is constantly seeking to subjugate them.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Huang, Hsin-yao. The Great Buddha+. A double position of viewing and being viewed. 

(MandarinVision Cream Production, 2017). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Huang, Hsin-yao. The Great Buddha+. Sign of “Camera Monitoring”. (MandarinVision 

Cream Production, 2017). 
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To a large extent, the audience’s relationship to the image here is charged 

with an awareness of the politics and ethics of the gaze. It makes possible the 

“internal criticism” Jean-Luc Comolli and Jean Narboni categorized in 

“Cinema/Ideology/Criticism” (1960). Their description of an internally critical 

work applies in this case: “(t)he cinematic framework lets us see it, but also shows 

it up and denounces it. Looking at the framework one can see two moments in it: 

one holding it back within certain limits, one transgressing them” (Comolli and 

Narboni 691). The gap between the two moments also constitutes what Bill Nichols 

terms an “axiographic space,” which “address(es) the question of how values, 

particularly an ethics of representation, comes to be known and experienced in 

relation to space” (Nichols 77). The question here is no longer about what the 

camera films, but about how it films and how the filmmaker places himself in 

relation to what is filmed. The axiographic space allows us to see the position of the 

filmmaker’s camera, the value implanted in images and the stance he or she has 

taken, instead of embracing the viewing pleasure wholeheartedly. This axiographic 

practice, not necessarily oppositional, is “an alternative tack . . . to defamiliarize 

this very practice and implant it within another one: the attempt to challenge and 

subvert the dominant ideology of oppositions and hierarchy and the ethics that 

underwrite it” (103).  

 

A Documenting Camera: From Scopophilia to Epistephilia 
 

By the return of the spectatorial gaze, The Great Buddha+ indeed returns us 

to a broader reality beyond the fictional world, wherein reveals a documentary 

sensibility that is rarely seem in other films. To illustrate this point, I start with the 

trope of dash-cam recording. Never have been a visual work created for viewing or 

pleasure-seeking, the dash-cam recording is supposed to be visual evidences of 

what has really happened in front of a car. However, taken as an entertaining 

machine in substitution for a television in hands of the two bachelors, this nature of 

dash-cam recording for capturing “the real” never seems to be relevant in their eyes, 

at least not until they unfortunately bump into a crime that happened near the car. 

The scene of the murder is intriguing since it in fact restores the indexical bond of 

images to reality, constituting a moment of the real, or more precisely, a moment of 

returning to the real from fantasy. The realness of the images, which was 

intentionally neglected previously, is so indomitable that it becomes a tremendous 

shock for the two men, as well as to the audiences. This shock reveals a tension 
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between the illusionistic function and the indexical power of image/cinema, which 

are linked to two different modes of cinematic perception respectively: scopophilia, 

a pleasure in looking, versus epistephilia, a pleasure in knowing that “calls for the 

elaboration of an epistemology and axiology more than of an erotics” (Nichols 178). 

As a turning point, the pleasure of looking is completely dispelled since this 

moment of awakening and the documenting camera of epistephilia eventually takes 

the whole ground. With such a documenting camera, the film ends up presenting us 

a more specific and unfamiliar cultural space of Taiwan’s suburbs rather than a 

Hitchcockian thriller that appeals to a familiar psychological mechanism of 

suspense and relief.  

The presentation of a suburban cultural space in Taiwan is one of the biggest 

differences between the feature-length film and the short film that it is developed 

from. In the short film titled The Great Buddha (大佛 Dafo, dir. Huang Hsin-yao, 

2014), the story comes to a climax at the end. Similar to the ending of Rear Window, 

where the murderer intrudes into the voyeur’s space and threatens to take his life, 

the short film ends with exposure of the witnesses: the two men gather furtively in 

the factory to perform a prayer ritual for the dead woman at night, and all of a 

sudden, the door is opened and their exposure throws them into a fatal situation. 

However, in the feature film, the narrative pace slows down unexpectedly after the 

men witness the dark secrets, followed by a sequence of the two men struggling for 

resolution in their own unique ways. Scared and panicked, the two men turn to 

various religious forces, one after another, for consolation: the camera follows them 

to an oracle in a local Daoist shrine and then to an attendant in a “Chiang Kai-shek 

temple,” a temple hosted by a local-politician-turned-deity, to consult about their 

misfortune. After that, the camera also follows Belly Button to a family restaurant 

called “mian hui cai” (面會菜, literally “meeting food”)1, which turns out to be a 

restaurant that once delivered free food to Belly Button when he was in jail. In these 

non-dramatic sequences, the camera guides us on a tour of the local cultural 

landscape, the concrete social space that the two lower-class figures are affiliated 

with. Each of the places they visit is itself an integral part of the suburbia’s cultural 

topology; they are informative about the underclass’s unique ways of social 

networking, problem solving and living. These scenarios are uncommon in a 

narrative film that framed itself as a thriller. Instead of guaranteeing a similar 

viewing experience of intellectual-challenging or puzzle-solving like Hitchcock did 

in his classic, they present an unfamiliar dimension that is full of strangeness for 

                                                 
1 A family restaurant that is built near a jail and provides food delivery to prisoners upon their 

family’s request when they have no time to visit. 
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cultural digestion and anthropological understanding. Here lies another focal point 

of self-reflexivity—the reflection on the cost of narrative and the attempt to break 

away from it.  

To understand this point, it is necessary to first discuss the role of narrative 

and its cost in fiction and film. Narration, or narrative, is the dominant driving force 

of a story. As Peter Brooks observes, “the design and intention of narrative [is] 

what shapes a story and gives it a certain direction or intent of meaning” (Brooks 

xi). The result of narration is a sequence of the plot, which drives the story forward. 

It is in the sequence, which prioritizes temporality, that each element attains its 

meaning. This is common in classical Hollywood narrative films, which rely 

heavily on causality and temporality as unifying principles of organization 

(Bordwell 19). Moreover, the meaning of the narration and the causal connections 

are always prescribed and circumstanced by the story-teller’s prior knowledge or 

intention.  

The Great Buddha+ is quite conscious of this mechanism of narration and the 

possible deceptiveness of it. One interesting sequence inserted in the film put this 

issue of narrative at stake: one day when Belly Button is driving his motorbike 

around the area to pick up recyclables with his friend, the two accidentally fall into 

the trap of the local polices, who accuse them of doing illegal business and attempt 

to confiscate their motorbikes for no justifiable reason. The scenes of Belly Button 

resisting entrapment and confiscation are captured by the dash-cam of the police 

vehicle and used adversely, with purposive editing, in a TV newsreel to create a 

fake story of a psycho attacking the police by the road (Fig. 3). Following that, the 

film inserts a “flashback” with what the director’s camera records to present the 

hidden truth to the audience: “What you saw was a film provided by the police. 

Now, we are going to inform you of the whole story using objective shots with 

minimum editing,” the voice-over says (Fig. 3). In this extradiegetic sequence, the 

convention of “seeing is believing” is ironically challenged by the juxtaposition of 

two shots. It accurately comments on the epistemological and moral uncertainty of 

the camera and its narrative, which can be manipulated by the authorial power 

behind the scenes. Aware of this overarching power that governs the meaning of 

images, the director distances himself from it by differentiating between types of 

camera—“their camera” and “our camera.” “Our camera does not shake as their 

camera does. After all, we are professional filmmakers. For those photographers 

who cannot even hold their camera stable, they would have been asked to leave 

much earlier,” the voice-over continues with a satirical tone. “Our camera,” they 

claim, preserves the objectivity of an event by deprecating editorial intervention and 
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authorial manipulation. Similar effort of refraining from a narrative intention, I 

argue, becomes a conscious practice throughout the second half of the film. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Huang, Hsin-yao. The Great Buddha+. Edited shot (left) and original shot (right). 

(MandarinVision Cream Production, 2017). 

 

With its looser structure, the second half of the film contains some seemingly 

arbitrary sequences that reveal an unencompassable reality of the character’s life. 

One intriguing example is a sequence that captures the encounter of Belly Button 

and a depressed businessman in an abandoned building during one of Belly 

Button’s recyclable-collecting trips. Coming from nowhere, the businessman 

appears in the building for no reason and never says a single word about himself or 

anything. Belly Button, who is in an extremely unsettled state after witnessing the 

crime, approaches the crestfallen businessman tentatively and asks about his 

troubles. Not getting any response, Belly Button leaves the building and continues 

his work. As to the narrative of the story, this sequence seems completely arbitrary 

and unnecessary, having no immediate contribution to characterization or 

fictionalization. However, this moment of an unfortunate lower-class man sharing 

the uneasiness and powerlessness with a frustrated middle-class person and his 

spontaneous act of showing benevolence give us a glimpse into the character’s 

inner world and its complexity. This side of tenderness contradicts and complicates 

Belly Button’s image of selfishness and cowardice in the face of danger. It shows a 

world, anticipated by Levinas, that is never definite and where one action does not 

preclude other possibilities, where “acts are shadowed by unpredictable ‘counter-

acts’, and things by ‘counter-thing’ that reveal unsuspected perspectives and 

dimensions” (Levinas 162).  

Here there is a deviation from the straightforward narrative motivation, a 

break with causality and temporality that opens the film to spontaneity and 
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contingency. The director gives up his control of “narrative integration,” to use 

Tom Gunning’s term, and allows the characters/persons to represent themselves 

freely. All the characters in this film bear some cultural particularities that need to 

be understood within a specific cultural context. The two protagonists Belly Button 

and Pickle, as well as their friends—Peanut (a salesclerk in a local store) and Sugar 

Apple (a vagrant in the village), are all from the lowest stratus of the suburban 

society, lacking economic and political resources. Being the nobodies in an 

urbanized and polarizing society, they are not subjected to the rules of traditional 

cultural virtues of a village or to the laws of modern juridical spirit. That is why 

when encountering the crimes of the rich, they turn to local religions for comfort 

rather than to juridical department for justice—powerless and hopeless as they are, 

morality and social justice are beyond their concern. Discourses of social justice 

and heroic resistance that are familiar in a liberal context seem invalid as a narrative 

agenda here. Instead of holding to a narrative that sounds more reasonable, the 

camera is set free to document their irrational response. It becomes a documenting 

observer of the protagonists’ marginal life rather than a commenter on it. In other 

words, these deviating moments are geared toward the lived experience of the 

disenfranchised people in a period of rapid urbanization and globalization in 

Taiwan suburbia, whose life philosophy of non-resistance and religious consolation 

and whose complex characteristic of cowardice and benevolence in a hierarchical 

society of serious corruption are not familiar to many in the audience.  

By these detours, the film presents a world that has an extra dimension of 

historicity beyond a fictionalized film world. At work here is what Michael Renov 

describes as “the centrifugal power of the ‘real’,” against the “centripetal force of 

fiction,” that constitutes “a significant segment of the historical world” in fiction 

films (Renov 23). This spirit of documenting the real, as Bill Nichols convincingly 

argues, is not about a mechanical and complete reproduction of physical reality but 

about the bond between image and reality—the “stickiness” of the images to the 

world, in comparison to the likeness of images to a world (Nichols 263). In other 

words, documentary films constantly return us to the historical world that “truly 

remains ‘out there’” (180-81), a world whose meaning is always ambiguous, 

uncertain and sometimes contradictory. Instead of merely mobilizing elements for 

the mise-en-scène and diegesis, it preserves a space of reality and autonomy that is 

not necessarily subsumed to the narrative through a documenting camera. At the 

audience’s end, the consequence is a shift of focus from following the narrative to 

getting to know about the persons. If in classical (Hollywood) narrative films like 

Hitchcock’s, the audiences function with a “(c)ompositional motivation . . . of 
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picking out the important links of cause to effect” (Bordwell 29) in assistance to the 

narration, the audience of The Great Buddha+ is given a chance to have an 

extradiegetic communication with the persons being represented.  

This documentation of the real and the return to reality can be viewed as a 

negotiation in narrative, a dimension of self-reflexivity in representation and a 

practical response to Levinas’s mistrust of art. As Newton pointed out, narrative 

always has a price, given the indelible gap between the historical persons and the 

fictionalized characters. For Levinas, this aestheticizing instinct is paralleled to the 

desire to evade ethical responsibility by immobilizing time and process. In “Reality 

and its Shadow,” he challenges the transparency of images by referring to image as 

an “allegory of being,” “an ambiguous commerce with reality,” “a shadow, an 

other.” (Levinas, Levinas 135) With a yearning for the beauty of completion, 

perfection and closure, “(a) novel shuts beings up in a fate despite their freedom . . . 

[and] stops dialectics and time.” (139) In this process, Levinas continued to argue, 

“we cannot speak of consent, assumption, initiative or freedom, because the subject 

is caught up and carried away by [the aesthetic order]” (135). In The Great 

Buddha+, however, we detect an attempt to break the narrative closure and open 

time and space for the subjects. It sends its subjects back to the historical and 

society reality they come from and to an uncoordinated temporary order where 

different dimensions and perspectives of a person are maintained. Therefore, 

instead of falling into the ethical pitfall of narrative, the film creates a space of 

negotiation in film narrative where the director takes up his ethical responsibility to 

his subjects rather than taking complete control of the characters. In the last section, 

I will examine another self-reflexive device through which the film delves into an 

ethical inquiry about otherness in a Levinasian sense. 

  

Unknown/Unknowable Others: From Epistemology to Ethics 
 

While classical philosophy of ethics is concerned with virtue, utility and duty 

and leftist criticism equate politics to ethics, postmodern philosopher Emmanuel 

Levinas emphasizes the intersubjective and existential enactment of responsibility 

before any consideration of these moral goodness and political correctness. Called 

“a new philosophy of morality” (Salanskis 31-73), Levinas’s theory of ethics points 

out the origin of virtue and duty in the face-to-face encounter with the others. 

Against the egocentric attitude that takes others as an extension of the self or that 

manipulates others for the advantage of oneself, Levinas argues in Totality and 

Infinity: An Essay on Exteriority (1961) that others can never be totalized into any 
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unity of system since they bear infinite exteriority, radical alterity and irreducible 

otherness. This irreducibility of otherness resists two trends: one is to be 

generalized as accessible knowledge; one is to be possessed for the self. The other 

need to “remain a stranger inhabiting an alien world of his own” (Wild 20) while 

the self coexists with the other only in a relation of language/conversation that 

grants the self no possibility to assimilate or possess others. “Over him I have no 

power,” Levinas writes with certainty (Levinas, Totality 39). The face-to-face 

resists any existing knowledge or intention prior to the encounter. It gives rise to 

what some commentators call a “normativity without norms” (Perpich 126-27), a 

sense of normative that constantly calls the validity of the self’s experience into 

question when facing the others. 

This issue of (not) knowing others and facing others is a critical concern in 

The Great Buddha+. In the second half of the film, the director uses a spacecraft-

turned-home as a metaphor to denote irreducible otherness in a Levinasian sense. 

After Belly Button (the recyclables-collector)’s “accidental” death, Pickle (the 

security gate-keeper) visits his place for the first time. There, Pickle finds Belly 

Button’s “secret garden” in an abandoned spacecraft at his home. Decorated with 

colorful posters and comforting plush toys, this space is full of day-dream fantasies 

that were never shown to anybody. Sitting quietly in the spacecraft, Pickle falls into 

reminiscence and contemplation, while the voiceover comments, “although we are 

already in an astronomic age when human can fly to the outer space with a 

spacecraft, we have never been able to see the inner cosmos of a person” (Fig. 4). 

This spacecraft of Belly Button’s inner life denotes the richness of his personality 

that is beyond other’s expectations and assumptions, despite him being a nobody in 

the lower stratus of society. It is a space of its own that is not exposed to people 

until a face-to-face encounter is enacted, or in other words, until a communicative 

relationship is built. 
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Fig. 4. Huang, Hsin-yao. The Great Buddha+. Spacecraft-turned home. (MandarinVision Cream 

Production, 2017). 

 

Belly Button is never a flat character in the film, neither moral/heroic nor 

completely cowardly. He is multifaceted—on the one hand he is a resourceless, 

powerless and timid figure in the face of an illicit collusion of economic and 

political authority, but on the other hand he is as proud as a bullying peacock when 

showing off his limited knowledge about the outside world to Pickle, the gatekeeper 

who has never left suburbia. He is a somehow sneaky guy who keeps porn 

magazines and proposes to watch the private videos of the boss, but also a man who 

maintains the tenderness of his heart. The film consciously lets this complexity 

emerge to the surface using some experimental techniques. At a time in the film, the 

camera captures Belly Button playing obsessively with a crane game machine at 

night. At the same time, the voiceover makes fun of the childishness of Belly 

Button’s hobby. Surprisingly, the character turns his face to the camera and 

responds, “Crane games are healing” (Fig. 5). This moment of direct address is an 

avant-garde technique that breaks “the fourth wall” of the theatrical space. What 

matter here is not the metatheatrical meaning of “the fourth wall” but the ethical 

implication of direct address. From a perspective of self-other relation, the act of 

self-expression denotes a subjective dimension of experience and builds a 

communicative relation with the extradiegetic space, in which the character talks 

back and challenges the perception of the “self,” namely the perception of the 

director and audiences based on objective experience. This sequence shares the 

connotation of Levinas’s idea of visage, which, according to Sarah Cooper, is 

different from visuality/visualization since it denotes a face of the other that always 

“overflows its own image” (Cooper 22). As most scholars of the “gaze theory” 

including Laura Mulvey point out, the image of visuality on screen always has a 
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risk of visualization and objectification, which subjugates the others to a sexually 

exploitative or a culturally disdaining gaze. Moreover, Cooper, inspired by Levinas, 

reminds us that “our sense and knowledge of others as gleaned through images (but 

never entirely separate from discourse) are always inadequate to those others,” and 

therefore, the face of the other has to be “a speaking face” that “confirms its status 

as a non-object” (22). Therefore, Belly Button’s act of “talking back to the camera” 

in The Great Buddha+ can be read as an ethical response to this inadequacy of 

images and representation. It is through the act of self-expression that he attains a 

space of autonomy and independence, a status of being that is irrelevant to any 

narrative integration and spectatorial expectation. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Huang, Hsin-yao. The Great Buddha+. Direct address. (MandarinVision Cream 

Production, 2017). 

 

Together with the chance of “talking back” is the possibility to remain silent 

in The Great Buddha+. If Cooper’s “selfless camera” and the example of Belly 

Button “talking to the camera” value the function of language and its spontaneity as 

ethical response to the alterity of the other in a face-to-face encounter, Huang’s film 

points to an opposite but still relevant domain of silence that deepens the idea of 

infinity and irreducibility of otherness. In the film, there is a phantom-like figure 

Sugar Apple (or Sakya), a friend of Belly Button who has nothing to do with the 

narrative of the story although present throughout the whole film. Sugar Apple is a 

vagrant living in an abandoned lighthouse for unknown reasons. As a stranger to the 

suburban village, he has no friends and does not have any interaction with local 

people besides wandering around the place for no practical purpose. This man, with 
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whom Belly Button spends most of his day, never says a single word in the film. 

Hence, the audience knows nothing about this figure, including his personal history 

and his thoughts or feelings, except from the voiceover introduction. However, he is 

clean and tidy, and his simple, tranquil, decent life by the sea takes up much of the 

screen time. The unconventional lifestyle of Sugar Apple is of great interest to the 

camera, considering the screen time it is granted. However, its connotation is 

intentionally left unexplored throughout the entire film. This space of blankness 

refers us back to “the small but still momentous distance” between person and 

character that Newton observed and the inherent ethical risk of representation, 

which, according to Levinas, always threaten the wholeness and the realness of a 

person. As Edmond Jabès writes, “To tell a story, . . . , is to lose it. If I tell you 

about my life in detail, it escapes in the details I have chosen to recount.” (Jabès 17) 

Therefore, the silent man in the film becomes a sign of an alien world in its 

wholeness that is symbolic rather than functional. Remaining unknown/unknowable 

and untranslated/untranslatable, it is a statement of the richness and infinity of 

otherness that is not yet or is not able to be fully articulated or exploited in narrative. 

As a result, the film’s self-distancing act of leaving the other as other helps establish 

an ethical relation with the figure, in which the self is always welcoming the other 

but never reaches an end. 

Putting this feature film in the career of the director, Huang Hsin-yao, we can 

delineate a possible turn to new ethics in Taiwanese society. Although new to 

feature films, Huang is experienced in documentary filmmaking. Before making 

this debut feature, he has gained fame in documentary filmmaking on various issues 

such as Bluffing (2005)—an observational documentary about the dreams and 

failures of his childhood friends in the fast-changing society of Taiwan, Nimbus 

(2009)—a poetry documentary about a sinking village in South Taiwan, and 

Taivalu (2010)—an investigative documentary about a South Pacific island 

disappearing in the trend of global warming and sea-level rise. These documentary 

films made an impression in film festivals domestically and abroad. Coming from a 

rural background, Huang started his career as a documentary filmmaker late in 

middle age. Before that, he worked as a social activist and manual labor in various 

fields. This life experience of his youth cultivated in him an acute sensibility for 

lower-class reality, but it also made him suspicious of activism, both of which 

tendencies have influenced his career as a filmmaker. Most of the lower-class 

characters in The Great Buddha+ have their prototypes in Huang’s own life, 

according to the director. However, his profound sympathy for these people is less 
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from an activist stance than from an ethical perspective, with clues in his use of 

self-reflexive devices in his documentary films. 

In Nimbus, Huang filmed a village that was sinking because of land 

subsidence and possibly some development projects in the region. However, his 

documentary was not organized as environmentalist social criticism of economic 

development; rather, his camera focused on watery images of villages and the bitter 

life of local villagers, from which he found the poetic power of nature and life, 

regardless of its wretchedness. Kuei-fen Chiu criticized Nimbus for its “tourist 

aesthetic” and its lack of social responsibility. To Chiu, the refusal of social 

engagement and criticism is ethically problematic; in his opinion, the film 

“overlook[s] the tie between documentary making and the political economy of 

truth” (Chiu 211). However, I think Huang’s non-interventionalist choice of “not 

using documentary for the purpose of a social movement” 2  and the ethical 

implication need to be reconsidered through his next documentary film and debut 

feature, for a better understanding of what I will call a “non-activist ethics.”  

In Taivalu, a film made in the next year, Huang visited Tuvalu, a low-lying 

island located in the middle of the South Pacific Ocean, which was also under threat 

of disappearing due to climate change and sea level rise. Mindful of similar 

environmental concerns for Taiwan, Huang went with an investigative agenda to 

study the impact of rising sea levels on the local life, hoping to raise some 

awareness of ecology among the public. However, his investigative trip found 

nothing substantial about climate change in the island’s daily life, which seemed 

undisturbed by the potential of a catastrophe. Local people maintained a 

surprisingly optimistic attitude toward their future, for religious or other reasons. 

This disappearing island even showed unexpected generosity and donated one sixth 

of its annual GDP gross to Taiwan when southern Taiwan was hit by floods. 

Confused by what he learned on site, Huang started to reflect on his own agenda 

and his preconception of a distressed place as suggested by the social discourse of 

global warming. Juxtaposing what he took great pains to film (some unsatisfying 

images of sea level rise) and what he learned (about the optimism of local people) 

in an ironic tone, the documentary took on obvious features of self-reflexivity. It 

produced a metacinematic structure about how a documentary on important social 

or environmental issues was made. With that, the investigative camera gradually let 

go its original filming goal and gave room to an unfolding observation of local life 

and their religious thinking about the human future in the shadows of climate 

change. Here, the focus shifted from a structural and social problem to the lived 

                                                 
2 Hu, see Chiu’s “Afterword”.  
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experience of “real” people, whose feelings, life attitude and philosophy rather than 

suffering and bitterness became the true subject of the film. This reflexivity raised 

two questions: What might be obscured in a critical discourse of activism? Who 

should be the real subject of a documentary that seek to speak for the others? 

Huang himself is quite aware of the possible risk of exploiting others when 

filming the socially disenfranchised people and is respectful to the 

unknown/unknowable otherness of the filmed subject. “Most documentaries film 

people in trouble and the power of their films stems from the wretchedness of these 

people’s life. But why should I film their wretchedness in my film? . . . Many 

people say that if you pick the right people for your documentary, your film is half 

done. But this makes me feel like I am evaluating my subject for a possible success 

of the work,” said Huang in an interview (Xu)3. Instead of “victimizing” the subject, 

he chose to show something more complicated and used his camera as a half-

knowing machine that is always in a process of learning. In Taivalu and The Great 

Buddha+ alike, experience of the others is not presented as some knowledge that 

can be abstracted from its bearers to testify to judgement of the self. They are not 

images of victims that support any grand social criticism or activist discourse. On 

the contrary, they are lived experience that remains unique, self-sufficient, and yet-

to-be-known (but never exhausted) to the public. The works of Huang and their 

reception signal a possible turn to a “non-activist” ethics in contemporary Taiwan. 

While some documentary scholars in Taiwan are suspicious of the depoliticizing 

trend of “looking inward” and the superficiality in sentimentalism and humanism 

(Kuo), my analysis of The Great Buddha+ reveals another level of ethical inquiry 

and responsibility in non-activist works, which contributes a different 

understanding of this new ethics. 

 

Conclusion: Cinematic Excess as Ethical Encounter 
 

So far, I have illustrated the self-reflexivity in The Great Buddha+ and its 

ethical implications in respect to irreducible otherness from a Levinasian 

perspective, which redirects our attention first from an egocentric subject of looking 

to the real subject on screen, then from a pleasure of looking to a pleasure of 

knowing, and eventually from the epistemological desire to an ethical relation with 

unencompassable others. It positions the unfamiliar others of the lower class in a 

                                                 
3 “但大部分紀錄片拍的都是有狀況的人，片子的精彩來自於他們生活的不堪。我為什麼
要將他們的不堪拍到片子裡？……很多人都說紀錄片的人物如果選對了，片子就成功了一
半，可這會讓我覺得我在打量我的對象能不能讓我的紀錄片成功。” 
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space of different logic and life philosophy, whose subjective experience is given 

more room to reveal itself, callings our pre-existing knowledge and preconception 

into questions. It also lays the ground for the others to speak for themselves rather 

than speaking for them directly. The power of narrative integration is thus 

weakened and the diegesis gradually gives way to some valuable moments of the 

real. It grants the pseudo-thriller film a rich layer of documentary sensibility and 

ethical responsibility, which shows considerable respect to the alterity, irreducibility, 

and infinity of the filmed subjects’ otherness, and in this sense puts into practice 

what Levinas calls ethics. 

The moments of self-reflexivity and the images of the real are sometimes at 

odd with narrative integration and causal connections, making them seem redundant 

at first glance. However, it is in these counternarrative and counterunity moments 

that lies the “surplus value,” to borrow a Marxist term, of the film. In film studies, 

the concept of cinematic excess captures a similar domain beyond film narrative, 

which according to Kristin Thompson, “suggests a different way of watching and 

listening to a film” (Thompson 62) since it exposes the constructiveness and 

arbitrariness of film narrative/causality, and at the same time gives a possibility to 

get rid of its constraint. To quote Thompson:  

 

A perception of a film which includes its excess implies an awareness 

of the structures (including conventions) at work in the film, since 

excess is precisely those elements which escape unifying impulses. 

Such an approach to viewing films can allow us to look further into a 

film, renewing its ability to intrigue us by its strangeness; it also can 

help us to be aware of how the whole film—not just its narrative—

works upon our perception. (63)  

 

In other words, cinematic excess can be regarded as a critical site to expose the 

process of construction, to negotiate with the narrative instinct, and to reveal, rather 

than cover up, the distance between fiction and the historical world, the characters 

and the persons being represented. It constitutes a response to Levinas’s skepticism 

about art and representation—more than a domain of styles and themes, cinematic 

excess also denotes a space of unfamiliar, unclear, and unknown/unknowable. In 

The Great Buddha+, it is this space of cinematic excess that accommodates the 

radical alterity and exteriority in the face of the other and therefore bridges the gap 

between film narrative and ethical responsibility. 
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As the final sequence of The Great Buddha+ metaphorically suggests, people 

will never know what is inside a Buddha statue: when the strange sound from 

within the Buddha statue disrupts a massive dharma assembly, the ritual chanting is 

suspended and the participants become awakened to another space of meaning, a 

meaning that is in utter disregard of any inquiry from the self-centered knowing 

community, religious, intellectual, activist, or otherwise. Herein resides the ethical 

power of the film’s self-reflexivity and documentary sensibility. 
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